Leonard watch this link below.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RFUYyGPVRTI

Leonard look at Xtagged in 2008 listen close to the DJ about Tommy Lee maybe than you will see why Ryion and Daryl Started smear campaign June of 2009. Shar you know what these guys have done first hand I am glad your going to be at the meeting with your father. Even if Leonard don't understand how much xtagged is worth Shar he still should have
stopped the bull with wiser that is why Steve is upset! The timeline is awesome Shar, Bump don't have crap on Digital Internet Dna, Shar we already had offers of funding for D.I.D and Chimera but what would you think if you were a millionaire investor and then ask us why haven't you taken legal action. Shar you know that's why your Father is so confused and the other big investors that you have brought to the table are also.

The day I took you to Leonard Shar remember... and Leonard didn't want to talk to you and you just went back and met him. Why would he not want to hear your testimony bro look what happened to you Shar when your colleagues found the blogs about the S.E.C and Andy the scammer. I only had $175,000 in investors big deal that was my budget for three years www.bump.com has put 1.1 million in to bump in one year bro!!! Shar that day you went to Leonard's office he had told me that the S.E.C did not even start a investigation... Seven moths later!!!!! Does that make sense, here you have Daryl and Ryion first telling you
and Steve that I had hundreds of investors and millions of investor dollars you remember Shar December of 2009 when Steve was trying to pay them out and then Daryl and Ryion start blogging that the S.E.C is doing an investigation for the past 18 months and then Leonard says that they never even did a investigation WTF! So I told Leonard why haven't you called the S.E.C and stopped Daryl and Ryions lies on blogs and Fox news blogs because we have proof that it never happened and Leonard said Nothing... Bro this new Attorney Albert found from Cali is not going to charge me anything when he found out that the guys that made www.bump.com were Andy and Andrew people we were working with and the videos I had to prove they used Xtagged technology he said you need attorneys "just like the ones in Facebook the movie" Shar look at all the money you lost in car cover and wiser e-cig promos. Have fun guys Becky will be in the meeting also she demands it because her brother used to work for the S.E.C and Becky called Leonard from his house last
memorial day and she has got some questions for Leonard. So I wish I was going to this meeting in Vegas with some sense of explanation to give them about Leonard but as you see I am very confused of why Leonard is even charging us $2,600 dollars for what talking to Daryl and Ryion very confused.

GBA Andy
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